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A generalization of the Gohberg-Krein theory of factorization along chains of 
subspaces to operators on partially ordered Hilbert resolution spaces was obtained 
by R. M. DeSantis and W. A. Porter by sacrificing a fundamental invariant sub- 
space property of the factors. In the case where the parameter space is finite, this 
work gives a necessary and sufticient condition for the existence of a factorization 
which has the desired invariant subspace property. 1 ’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
The factorization theory for nonnegative operators on a Hilbert 
resolution space is familiar to mathematical systems theorists, and it has 
equally fundamental applications to the theory of stochastic processes [3, 
Chap. 91. Multidimensional systems theory requires the generalization of 
this factorization theory to the partially ordered Hilbert resolution spaces 
(PHRSs) introduced in [2] and [S]. Likewise, this generalization is 
needed for the study of random fields (multiparameter stochastic 
processes). 
The factorization theory for nonnegative operators on a PHRS 
developed in [2] and [S] does not answer the question “Which operators 
can be factored T*T where T* is causal and has a causal inverse?” 
According to DeSantis and Porter [2, p. 74, Remark 11, the fact that the 
“crosscausal” operator in their factorization need not be causal or 
anticausal “is perhaps the one single aspect which is at the origin of the 
further difficulties encountered in the passage from the classical to the 
present factorization problem.” We became interested in the problem when 
we realized that it limited the usefulness of the DeSantis and Porter 
factorization for the study of nonanticipative representations of Gaussian 
random fields. The purpose of this study is to answer the question “Which 
operators can be factored as T*T where T* is causal and has a causal 
inverse?” for the case of a PHRS with a finite parameter set. 
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We begin with the basic definitions in the theory of PHRS with a finite 
parameter set as developed in [S]. (The corresponding theory for general 
parameter sets is developed in [2].) Let H be a (real or complex) Hilbert 
space and v a finite, partially ordered set. Let 9 = {Z? a E v} and 
9 = {A”: a E v} be two sets of orthogonal projections on subspaces of H. 
(H, 9,9’) is a partially ordered Hilbert resolution space (PHRS) if 
(i) Aad6 = 0 for all a and b in v with a # 6, 
(ii) P”=CsG(l A” for all a E v, and 
(iii) Z=C,,, A“. 
For contrast with the case that v is linearly ordered and A” = P” - P”- ’ 
(where a - 1 denotes the predecessor of a), the reader should consider the 
following example from [ 51: H = {all real-valued functions on S x S} 
where S = { 1, 2,..., n}. (i,j)<(k,I) is defined as idk and j<l. 
PCi~‘)x(a, b) = ~(a, b) 




A”~“x(a, 6) = $a, b) 
if (a, b) = (i, j) 
o 
otherwise. 
The reader should note that in this example writing A” in terms of the 
elements of 9 is a little more complicated than in the linearly ordered case. 
For a E v we define m(a) to be the cardinality of {r E v: r < a}. 
Let T be a bounded linear operator on H. T is causal (respectively, 
anticausal) if PUT = P”TP” for all a E v (TP” = P”TP” for all a E v). That is, 
the range of P” is invariant for T* (respectively, T). 
B(H) denotes the space of bounded linear operators on H. For X in 
B(H), R(X) is the range of X and rp(X) is the orthogonal projection of H 
on the closure of R(X). 
The main result of this investigation is the following: 
THEOREM. Let (H, 9,9) be a PHRS and let S be a selfadjoint operator 
on H with S 2 61 for some 6 > 0. S = T*T with T* a causal operator with 
causal inverse if and only ifrp(S’l’P) commutes with rp(S’/*Q) for all P and 
Q in 9. 
Proof: The necessity of the commutativity condition follows from the 
polar decomposition T= VS1!2 where V is an isometry (indeed a unitary 
operator). P = rp( TP) = Vrp(S1’2P) V* because the latter operator is a 
selfadjoint idempotent with the same range as P. Likewise, 
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Q = Vrp(S”‘Q) V*. The commutativity of P and Q and the identity 
V*V= Z imply that rp(S”*P) commutes with rp(S”‘Q). 
We begin the proof of sufficiency with the crucial definitions for this 
investigation. For each a E v, P; = rp(S”*P”). If m(a) = 1, then d”, = P;.. 
Proceeding inductively on m(a), A”, = P”, - C,,, A;. (A; does not equal 
rp(S”*A”) in general.) Let .9’s = {P;: a E v} and 9,s = {A”,: a E v}. Now we 
can state the following: 
LEMMA. Zf the elements of 9s are mutually commuting and if v has a 
greatest element, then the elements of gs are orthogonal projections and 
(ZZ, 9’S, gs) is a PHRS. 
Comment. We use the assumption of greatest element only in the proof of 
property (iii) in the definition of PHRS. 
Proof of the Lemma. Property (ii) in the definition of PHRS and the 
fact that 
apparent 
If m is 
the commutativity of Ys implies the commutativity of &. are 
from the definition of A”,. 
the greatest element in v, then P’J = C,, ~ A”, yet 
Observe that for any commuting projections P and Q such that rp(S”*P) 
and rp(S”*Q) commute, rp( S”‘P) . rp( S”‘Q) = rp( S’/*PQ). To see this, 
start from the fact that rp(S”*P). rp(Sli2Q) is the orthogonal projection on 
R(S”‘P) n R(S”*Q). Obviously, R(S”‘PQ) is contained in R(S”*P) n 
R(S”*Q). If f = S112Pg = S”*Qh, then Pg = Qh implies QPg = PQg = Qh. 
Thus f = S”*PQg, which proves that R(S’j2PQ) 3 R(S”*P) n R(S’/*Q). 
Then rp(S”*P). rp(S1j2Q) and rp(S1’2PQ) are orthogonal projections on 
the same subspace. 
We will now demonstrate that for all a E v, A”, is an orthogonal projec- 
tion satisfying A; d P; and A”, . A$ = 0 if a # b. The proof is by induction on 
the maximum of m(a) and m(b), which we denote by k(a, b). If k(a, 6) = 1, 
A; = Pfs for u equal to a or b and A;At = rp(S1i2P”Pb) = rp(S1’*A”Ab) = 0 if 
a # 6. Thus the assertions are valid for k(a, b) = 1. Assume that they remain 
valid for k(a, 6) <n, and consider (a, b) in v x v with k(a, 6) = n + 1. Con- 
sider A”, = rp(S’l’P”) - C,,, A’,, m(r) <n for r < a, and the induction 
hypothesis. Then A> < ZYs < P:, so A”, is obtained from an orthogonal pro- 
jection by subtracting mutually orthogonal subprojections. It follows that 
A”, is an orthogonal projection satisfying A; G P; (and likewise for Ab,). 
From the commutativity of 5&, the proof that A”, . Ab, = 0 for a # b can be 
accomplished by showing that R(A”,) n R(Ab,) = (0). x E R(A”,) n R(A:) 
implies x E R(P”,) n R(Ph,) = R(S”*P”Pb) and x is orthogonal to R(A’,) for 
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all r<a and for all r < b. Thus x= S”‘P”Pbz for some z in Z-Z. 
PaPb=~r&z,r<b A’. We are considering the case a # b, and if a < b (or 
b -C a) the desired orthogonality follows from A”, = A”,P”, = A”, Pi = 
AKZr<b A’,) = A”, + A;A: (or the same argument with a and b reversed). 
Thus we may assume that a and b are not comparable, in which case 
PaPb=~r<,,r,b A’. Also, x is orthogonal to the span of R(P;) for ail r < a 
and all r < b, so S112x is orthogonal to the span of {R(P’): r <a or r < b}, 
which equals the span of {R(A’): r < a, r < b}. Thus 
r<b 
S 1 A’z, c A’z . 
r<(l r<Cl 
r<h r<b 
S > 61 implies that c, < ~,r < b A’z = 0, so x = 0 as desired. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
To finish the proof of the theorem, suppose that the elements of Ys com- 
mute. If v has no greatest element, add a new element m with the conven- 
tion u<m for all a in v. Define P” = Z and A” =O. Then (vu {m}, 
Pu {P”}, 9 u {A”}) . is a PHRS. rp(S”‘P) commutes with rp(Sii2Q) for 
all P and Q in B u (Pm} if and only if they commute for all P and Q in 9”. 
Also, the desired factorization of S exists for this extended PHRS if and 
only if it exists for the original one. Thus there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that v has a greatest element, which we now assume. 
From property (iii) in the definition of PHRS we obtain the orthogonal 
decomposition H = @ (IE y R(A;) = 0 UE y R(A”). An easy induction on m(u) 
starting from dim R(S112P”) = dim R( P”), using AZ = rp(S”*P) - C,, u A’,, 
and counting the elements of a basis for R(S’j2P) which contains bases for 
each R(A;) (r < a) establishes that the dimension of R(A;) equals the 
dimension of R(A”) for all a E v. 
For each a E v choose a unitary transformation from R(A”,) onto R(A”). 
Let U denote the direct sum of these unitary transformations. Then U is a 
unitary operator on H. Define T= US’/*. For any a E v, R( TP”) = 
R(UP”,)=R(U~,caA”,)=@,G~R(A”)=R(P”). P”TP”=TP” implies 
PaT*PU = P”T* and P”T-‘P” = Tp’P” implies PUT-‘*P” = POT-‘*, so T* 
is causal and has a causal inverse. T* T = S’12U* US’/’ = S. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
The notion of PHRS was generalized to the case of an infinite parameter 
set in [2]. Theorem 2 of [l] is a result similar to the preceding theorem 
obtained for a particular situation involving an uncountable parameter set. 
However, according to Theorem 5 of [4] the analogue of this paper’s 
theorem does not hold for infinite parameter PHRS: It fails for all uncoun- 
table linearly ordered parameter sets! 
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Remark. T. Ando has made the interesting observation that the con- 
dition that rp(S”*P) commute with rp(Sli2Q) (for commuting projections 
P and Q and S as in the theorem) is equivalent to the existence of E > 0 
such that SPQS + I- P > &S&S. His proof consists of observing that the 
commutativity condition is equivalent to (R(S112P) r\ R(S”2Q)) + 
R(S’12P)’ 3 R(S”‘Q) and applying the folklore theorem on range 
inclusions (e.g., see Theorem 2.1 of “On operator ranges” by P. A. Fillmore 
and J. P. Williams in Aduan. in Math. 7 (1971), 254-281) to the trans- 
formations S”‘PQ@ ,‘1-“~(1- P) (from HO H to H) and S1’*Q (from H 
to H). 
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